Mounting Suspension
Lamp (Bulb) Description 24W LED custom 2700K CRI90 1200lm delivered
Environment Indoor - Dry Location
Dimming Active 0-10V/DALI/Push Button
Finish Black

Technical and Product Description

Arrangements is a modular system of geometric light elements that can be combined in different ways, creating multiple compositions into individual chandeliers. Each unit simply attaches onto the previous one as if resting, balancing perfectly as a part of a glowing chain.

Please note that the maximum power is 190 watts. You can choose any combination with the caveat that there can only be one ‘line’ or ‘broken line’ and when you attach it, it must go at the bottom.

The ceiling canopy is available in two sizes. The first size is Max 70 watts and the second is 190 watts. The appropriate canopy is automatically configured based on your fixture design.

Please use the configurator to build your own custom creation Click here.

The following are the only compatible dimmers (not included)

1. 0-10V Wall dimmer - Crestron - CLW-DIMFLVEX-P-A-S
2. 0-10V interface and Module
   - Lutron RF Dimming Module - LMJ-5T-DV-B
   - Lutron Vive PowPak - RMJS-8T-DV-B
   - Lutron GRX-TVM2
   - Crestron DIN-A08
   - Crestron GL-CAEN-2DIMFLV8
   - Crestron CLX-2DIMFLV8
C. Other manufacturers
   - Client must consult with manufacturers if Interface or Module provides Sourcing current.
3. Wireless 0-10V
   - Casambi - CBU-A2D

Electrical

Voltage 48VDC
IP Rating IP20

Physical

Cord Length (inches) 98.42"
Construction Material Aluminium, Silicone, Polycarbonate
Weight 1.10 lbs